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Friday, 6th May

Tales of woe from the Hart residence, 5th floor, The Lilies

eco-mall, Lilyford
My life is OVER!!!

When I told Mum this FACT almost an hour ago, she waved

a giant gloop-covered spoon at me and said, “Don’t be so
melodramatic, Molly. And can you get your brother for me? Tell
him dinner’s ready.”

“JAMIE!!! I’m not even exaggerating, Mum. I swear. JAMIE!!!

My life is absolutely over. It’s official. JAMIE!!!”

Mum clutched her head and staggered about, still holding the

dripping spoon. “Ow. Molly! My ears! We do have neighbours,

you know. In fact, never mind our block of flats. They can
probably hear you at the other side of the shopping centre!”

So who was being melodramatic now, eh, Mum? The Lilies,

where we live, is the third largest shopping complex in Europe.

Well, it was when it was first opened, at least – this factoid seems
to change every two minutes as new malls pop up in random

cities. But anyway, as far as I know it’s still one of the biggest
for miles around, and one of the first in the world to boast

being “ecologically sound” and featuring “adjacent affordable

residential units”. Adjacent, see? We don’t actually live in the
mall, despite what people at school seem to think. “You’re so

lucky you live right in the middle of the shopping centre!” they
often sigh.

And now my mum was at it too. OK, it’s true that my local

shops include huge branches of every major chain store you can
think of and I can easily be at the back of the queue in Primark
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within five minutes of leaving my house. But even so, it was
highly unlikely that Jamie’s Saturday job colleagues in the giant
food court could hear a word we were saying, whatever my
volume.

Clearly this was another of those situations where I’d have

to be the adult.

My voice was ever so calm and mature as I explained. “You

asked me to get Jamie. I called him three times!” Really, what

more could she possibly have wanted? “Surely I had to be a bit
loud, Mum. You know he’s probably plugged into his iPod.”

A blob of liquid detached itself from Mum’s spoon and

plopped onto the side of her shirt. Her work shirt. She would

so have told me off if I’d done that to my school shirt. I live in a
house of total double standards.

Mum grabbed a cloth and wiped at it frenziedly, pausing

only to glare at me like it was my fault. Like I asked her to get
hysterical. Then she sighed and said, “I meant that you should
leave the kitchen, walk down the corridor, knock at the door of
his room –”

“His stinking den?” I held my nose. Childish but effective,

like so many things in life.

“– and tell him politely, at normal volume, to come and eat.”

She gave me a despairing look. “Is it really that hard? You know,

if it was shouting I wanted, Molly, I could have done it myself.”

See what I mean? I’d bent over backwards to help out my

mother with her trivial errands, despite being in the midst of a
dire crisis, and I even got criticized for that.

My life is not, in fact, merely over. It is also, as they say on
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Nickelodeon HD, “A GIANT BOWL OF SUCK”.

Whatever Mum was cooking looked like a giant pan of...

something else.

“What’s for dinner, then?” I asked her.

Mum sighed for about two years. I aged right in front of her.

It was excruciating. “Molly, I’m a busy single parent. I’ve heated
up some soup for you. Eat it, don’t eat it. I don’t care. Now, go

and get your brother, then come back and tell me why your
friends aren’t talking to you and your life is supposedly over.”

“It’s not supposedly over. It is over.” I stood up and puffed

indignantly. This was all adding to its basic over-ness. “And I
never said anything bad about the dinner. I just asked what it

was.” Though my thoughts about it might have shown on my

face, I suppose. Trust Mum to pay attention to all the wrong
things about me.

Jamie appeared in the doorway then, which at least saved me

a journey. He sloped about and leaned on all available furniture

in his typical Jamie way. My brother thinks he’s actually too cool
to support his own body weight.

“What’s for dinner?” he croaked in that deep voice that he

developed a couple of years ago, suddenly making the entire

female population of our school go all giggly and silly for some
utterly inexplicable reason. There are loads of girls at West

Lilyford Community College who can’t believe I’m his sister.
This girl called Tasha – who left school last year and now works

full-time in a kiosk at the mall – even said to me once, “Were
you, like, separated at birth? Because you’re nothing like Jamie
Hart.”
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I didn’t like to point out how little sense that made, as Tasha

and her friend studied my non-Jamie-like face for a few seconds

before she added, “Even though obviously you’re a girl and
stuff. And he’s a boy. So...”

Her friend – who now works full-time in New Look – chimed

in helpfully, “I reckon Jamie got all the looks and she got all the
brains!”

Which was actually quite nice of her – I mean, it could have

been a lot worse – but my (then) friend Wendy wasn’t having
any of it.

“Molly is a genetic anomaly,” Wendy said. Her brother is

training to be a doctor so sentences like that are the equivalent

of “pass the ketchup” in her family. “She gains her superior
intelligence by sapping brain cells from girls who find her

brother attractive. Though it doesn’t make much of a difference
in your case.”

My (then) other friend Ameera added triumphantly, “Yeah!

What she said!” and we marched off, leaving the Jamie-fans
frowning in bewilderment. They probably stood there all lunch

break, trying to work out whether or not we’d actually insulted
Tasha.

Life used to be good, back in the olden days, when I had

friends.

Now I was in friendless misery in the kitchen and Mum

was sweetly answering Jamie’s question, even though it was
the exact thing I’d asked her ten seconds earlier. Nowhere are

standards more double than in the way Mum treats me and
Jamie.
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“Vegetable soup from the Snack Box on Level 1,” Mum said,

eyes shining with motherly love. “And fresh rolls from the
bakery.”

Jamie smiled his lazy smile and actually Mum might have

been right before, because I was sure I heard the sound of female
hearts sighing all across the mall.

I scowled at him as he said, “The kiosk on Level 2 next to the

doughnut maker?”
Mum nodded.

“Cool. Tasha works there. I’m seeing her.”

“You’re seeing Tasha?” I asked. The girl whose brains couldn’t

sustain me?

“Yeah.” He actually went a bit red then. “We’re meeting at

the rink tomorrow after work.”

I decided to challenge him. “Aren’t you still going out with

Ellie?”

“Ellie?” Jamie frowned with the effort of remembering the

name of the Year 11 girl I knew he was with last night. Mostly

because I saw them snogging in the stairwell of Service Entrance

B when I popped out to get some crisps from the 24-hour minimarket. And I forgot to mention this to Wendy, who developed a

massive, tragic crush on Jamie a couple of weeks ago. Yes, Wendy
too! I’ve lost her. I knew it couldn’t last. At least Ameera would
still rather date a trendy boutique than my big brother, but that’s
no use to me if she’s going to bow to Wendy’s command.

Anyway, Wendy overheard Ellie herself talking about

the snog at lunch break, and I happened to let slip that I’d
known about it. Wendy gave me the full lecture about “hiding
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information” when I should “understand how she feels”, and
the next thing I knew, Wendy and Ameera weren’t talking to me
anymore. And I am friendless and my life is over.

Wendy’s sudden crush might be tragic but, believe me, the

true tragedy is all mine.

“Oh... yeah.” The girl-related cogs in Jamie’s brain were

turning slowly. “No, Ellie was yesterday. Tasha’s tomorrow.

Tasha’s amazing.” Jamie paused, giving me a brief moment

to feel a bit sorry for Ellie. “Hey, want to come along, Measly?
There’s a whole group of us going.”

Despite what my (ex)BFF Wendy expects from me, I don’t

even try to keep up with Jamie’s love life. But I was supposed
to be going to Wendy’s boring brother’s boring birthday party

tomorrow night, and now that was obviously off the cards for
me. Plus I am secretly in love with Jamie’s mate Liam and the

chances of him being at the rink are extremely high. If I can stop

Jamie from calling me “Measly” in front of him, I might even be
able to make Liam notice that I’m not twelve years old anymore.
So I said, “OK.”

Mum beamed at her son, having conveniently ignored the

Jamie-is-a-total-player portion of our conversation. “There you
go, Molly. Your life can begin again. Oh, and don’t forget that

you’re coming to my work thing tonight, too. Your new life is
pretty full already!”

And she dished out our soup and continued smiling all

through dinner, truly believing that harmony had been restored

to her broken family by one generous invitation from her son
and one dull “thing” at her work tonight.
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She is SO wrong, on SO many levels.

Excuse me. I need to scream over some loud music now.
Seven minutes and two Adele tracks later

Dear Future Me, like say when I’m about twenty and living in
my own place in a big city with a job in television, a cute actor

boyfriend and matching designer shoes and handbag (I mean

shoes and handbag that match each other, not the boyfriend,
though either would do)...

You are so lucky!!! I wish I was you!!! I mean, I know I will be

you, obviously, as you are me in the future. But do I really have

to go through five more years of torture to get there? I want to be
you NOW!!!

Do you even remember how tragic your life was all those

years ago? Of course you don’t – why would you? Well, luckily
I’m here to remind you.

“One day you’ll look back on it and laugh,” Nan tells me a

lot, when I have a good old rant at her and she listens like no

one else in my family ever does. “You’ll forget the bad times and
wish you were a teenager again.”

Dear Future Me: NO. Just no. OK?

I called Nan after dinner tonight, after all the Jamie-beaming

and not-listening I got from Mum, and she was brilliant, as ever.
The only problem with Nan is that she comes out with advice

that’s based on her own youth, when there was no internet and
if you missed your favourite programme on TV that was it, you
had to wait for something Nan calls a “repeat”. The dark ages.
In Nan’s day, people of my age even sometimes wrote letters
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to their friends and posted them through letterboxes! So the stuff
Nan comes out with can be pretty quaint.

Tonight was a prime example. First Nan did her supreme

listening thing and then she announced, “Molly, you should
keep a diary.”

“A what?” I asked, though obviously I do know what a diary

is. I was just worried about what Nan meant at that particular

point in our conversation. “You mean, like, write down who

Jamie’s seeing and when, and show it to Wendy every day? Like
a love-life log?”

Nan laughed. “No! Don’t give that side of things another

thought. Much as I love my grandson, I don’t think he’s quite
ready for the kind of relationship your friend is after, and she’ll

realize it soon enough. No, darling, I mean you should keep a
diary for yourself, to work out your feelings.”

I might have pouted a bit. OK, a lot. Not that Nan could see,

but I’m pretty sure she could hear my pout when I pouted, “But
I have you for that!”

“That’s very flattering, Molly, but we’re both getting older.

There might be feelings you don’t want to share with your
grandmother.”

I cringed a lot then, because of course there are already

plenty of feelings I don’t want to share with my grandmother.

Feelings about Liam, for a start, and how hot he looks in his
burger-serving outfit in the food court. But that wasn’t the point.

“Nan, no one keeps a diary nowadays. A blog, maybe, but not
a diary.”

“A what?”
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“It’s like a public diary,” I explained, even though Nan is

totally a silver surfer and I’m sure she was humouring me. “You
write it online. People leave comments.”

“Well, you don’t want that,” Nan said. “You need to write it

down on paper and work things out yourself. Trust me, it helps.
I used to write reams when I was your age.”

“Wait, you mean handwrite it?” I was horrified. As if I don’t

get enough homework already!

She laughed again. She was finding my pain pretty amusing,

all things considered. “Just do whatever suits you, Molly

Munchkin. Consider it a letter to your future self, if you like.
As long as it’s private. Now. Shall I get your dad for you? Don’t

mention Jamie’s girls to him, though – I can’t stand any more
comments about boys being boys!”

I love my Nan, I really do. I’m secretly glad she usually

answers the phone instead of Dad, who moved back in with her
after the divorce. Not that I don’t love Dad, but there’s no way I
could tell him half of what I tell Nan.

So, OK, Future Me. I hope you’re enjoying this. I’m giving

Nan’s crazy diary thing a go. I’m typing it, though – I’m

maintaining a milligram of sanity here. Besides, if I didn’t use
the laptop, how could I paste in priceless gems like this Facebook
exchange between my two ex-BFFs, from two minutes ago:

Wendy Bo: Just found two meanings for “Mall Girl” in Urban
Dictionary! One is SHEEP, other is FASHION VICTIM! HA HA HA
Comments
Ameera ***coooool***Hassan: aw mate, u mean Molz???
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Wendy Bo: who else? Molly “Mall Girl” Hart. lollll. baaaaaa
Ameera ***coooool*** Hassan: aw come on W, give up, wot
if Molz sees this? Delete now???! Pleeeeez. u no she is a gr8 m8
Wendy Bo: DON’T CARE!
Ameera ***coooool*** Hassan: go on chat now?
Wendy Bo: oki

And then the two girls who were my BFFs yesterday went on
chat WITHOUT ME! Probably to talk ABOUT ME!
Nice, huh, Future Me?
Ten minutes later

I couldn’t resist it. I changed my login and took a minute’s worth
of deep breaths before I sent Wendy a chat request. I typed:

Molly MALL GIRL Hart: Ha ha Wendy. u r a TOXIC FRIEND and
I don’t care!!! U can totally GET LOST! And I’m not coming to your
brother’s party thing tomorrow night either and you can JUST BE
BORED without me!

I thought she’d ignore me like she did all afternoon at school,
but after about five minutes I got:

Wendy Bo: Sorry, Molz. I was out of order, wasn’t I?

I checked the screen three times but the words didn’t change.
Molly MALL GIRL Hart: Wendy, is that really you?
Wendy Bo: Course. lol. Luv u babe. Sorry I got crazy.
Molly MALL GIRL Hart: U called me a sheep! And a fashion
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victim! 5 mins ago! On the wall that everyone from school can see!
Wendy Bo: I’ll delete it right now.
Molly MALL GIRL Hart: Wendy, is this about your brother’s party?
Wendy Bo: No! Yes. You have to come! You’re right – I’ll be so
bored without you. I need you! Molly, I’m sorry, I swear! Plus
Ameera says I was being way harsh before.
Molly MALL GIRL Hart: U were.
Wendy Bo: I’m sorry!!!!!!!!!! Please come tomorrow. I won’t even
ask you to bring your brother. :P
Molly MALL GIRL Hart: I’ll think about it.
Wendy Bo: What’s Jamie doing tomorrow, anyway? NO, don’t tell
me! I need to learn my lesson, right?!!!
Molly MALL GIRL Hart: gtg Wenz x
Wendy Bo: I luv you 4eva Molly babe! xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

I closed the chat box but ten seconds later Ameera was messaging
me about going round the mall tomorrow before the party. I said

yes as long as we could spend several hours afterwards walking

up and down the Bedford Road, the busy dual carriageway
where she lives. She LOL-ed. We always have this conversation.

I’m not completely joking, though. The mall feels about as
exciting to me as the road anyone else lives on, most of the time.
Anyway, Future Molly, what do you think of all that? I bet

your cool television friends don’t get at you all day and then
insult you on Facebook but still expect you to go to their boring

brother’s boring family birthday party. Especially when the
aforementioned brother has had a crush on you forever and your

friend Wendy actually seems quite freakishly keen on the idea
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and makes jokes about double-dating and – cringe to end all
cringes – “double sisters-in-law”, i.e. her and Jamie and you and

Harry? (In case you have forgotten, Wendy’s brother William is

nicknamed Harry because he’s so sweet. Harry Bo – sweet – get
it? Or are you too sophisticated for Tangfastics, Future Molly? If
so, I’m not even sure I know who you are anymore!)
all.

So my life isn’t completely over and I still have friends after
But do I want to go to that party tomorrow instead of hanging

round with Jamie’s easy-going mates... including Liam?

But if I don’t go to that party, will Wendy ever forgive me?
Hey, Future Molly, what should I do?

I suppose I’d better get ready. I’ll have plenty of time to think

about it at Mum’s work thing, won’t I?
Snooooooze.

Saturday, 7th May (only just), early early morning

Work thing – wow

Did I really write “snooze”? Because NOT SNOOZE AT ALL!

Mum’s work thing was FANTASTIC!!! In fact, I might never
sleep again!

Though my eyelids are pretty droopy.
So here are the highlights.

First Mum got mega dressed up and me and Jamie chucked

on any old thing and dragged our heels behind Mum as we

walked through the mall to Mum’s legal firm, which is tucked
away in a side lane together with a wool shop and a sweet shop
that everyone mostly forgets about.
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